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One of the major fields of research in modern 
soil chemistry is concerned with the nature and 
proportions of the various phosphate minerals 
oresent in the soil, and applied as fertilizers. 
Phosphorous is an essential plant food whose chief 
natural source is the calcium phosphate mineral, 
apatite. Unfortunately apatite itself cannot easily 
be absorbed by the plant -roots and chemical treatment 
is essential to produce a suitable fertilizer. The 
best methods of chemical treatnent, from the point of 
view of industrial practicability, and availability 
as plant foods of the treated phosphate rock, !lave 
recently been the subject of much discussion among 
aericultural chemists. The complex nature of many 
calcium phosph:Ae precipitates and the difficulty and 
tediup of adequate field studies hve led to a demand 
for detailed knowledge of the structures of certain 
calcium orthophosphates, in the hope that this might 
lead to a more exact knowledge of the phases likely 
to be present in fertilizers and in the soil, and, in 
addition, throw light on the pos Ible ease of 
transformatiAa reactions between different but 
related structures. 
A programme of research into these structures 
has been undertaken in collaboration with the 
Research Department of Scottish Agricultural 
Industries. The structures of fluorapatite (1) and 
of dicalciuLì phosphate dihydrate (2 ) have already 
been determined. 
This thesis describes structural determinations 
on two further orthophosphates of particular interest 
in fertilizer manufacture, namely anhydrous dicalcium 
phosphate, CaHPO4, and mon.ocalcium phosphate 
^onohydrate, Ca(E2PO4 )2H20. The former is the phase 
most likely to be present in compound fertilizers 
whose manufacture involves the use of free ammonia 
or nitric acid, such as ammoniated superphosphate and 
"J itro- -?hosphate ". These pr e;, arations are of espe- 
cial interest in view of the current world shortage 
of sulphur, since sulphuric acid is not necessary 
for their manufacture. The alternatives mentioned 
are eKpensive, however, and for economy it is 
desirL:b >le not to carry the conversion of apatite 
to dicalcium phosphate any further than is necessary 
to obtain a product with similar properties to the 
latter, hence the structure of dicalciu: phosphate, 
considered in relation to that of apatite, will throw 
light on the possible nature of the phases present 
in precipitated solids with Ca /P ratios between 1.66 
(apatite) and 1.0 (dicalciun phosphate) . 
_;isenberger (3) and Arnold (4) have suggested, for 
exaí,';' ? e, that there might be a s': vies of solid 
oiutions over part at least of this ran ;e. 
ä lonoca1cium phosphate monoiiy . rate, on the of er 
hand, is the phase present (5) in the ordinary 
sup rpho::sphate f: ::rtilizer produced by the action of 
sulphuric acid on apatite rock. The posibili_ty of 
a structural analogy with dica:icium phosphate 
dihydrate has recently been pointed out (6) on 
morphological evidence. In any ease it is to be 
anticipated from chemical t eory and the known 
structures of related compounds that both ceaciunì 
phosphates mentioned consist of a network of 
tetrahedra. formed by the PO4w ion, altern .ting with 
0a++ ions in the centre of a. co. rdination shell of 
between six and nine oxygen atoms, The structure 
will be further bound by hydrogen bonds between 
oxygens of neighbouring; tetrahe :; ra, and with any 
water Holecules. In dicalcium phosphate there is 
one hydroen to every four oxygens, so that only 
alf the oxy ens can be linked by hydrogen bonds, 
but in the monocalcium phosphate there are sufficient 
hydrogen atoms to enable every oxygen to take part in 
hydrogen bonding. 
The crystal structures of several ortho- 
phosphates have ,previously been determined, the 
phosphate ion in each being found to be tetrahedral. 
The mean P - O distance reported has varied slightly. 
In K112PO4 (7) it was 1.5`5A; in B204 (8) it was 
1.54A, and in Ag3PO4 (9) it was 1.61A. Recently, 
the structure of the parent orthonhosphoric acid, 
113PO4, has been published (10), the mean P 0 
distance bein,.. 1.56A. Individual bond lengths and 
angles have usually been found to vary appreciably; 
some of these variations may be signifdcant and 
related to packing distortions. 
The structure of fluorapatite, Ca5F(204)31 
which is isomorphous with hydroxyapatite, Ca-_,OH(PO4)3, 
has been determined, (11, 1). The crystal possesses 
hexagonal symmetry. Chains of Ca atoms lie alon:,; 
three-fold axes in the c direction, each coordinated 
by nine oxygens belonging to phosphate tetrahedra, 
which link the chains transversely. These 
linkages produce a heaGonal network, like a 
honeycomb, with open channels through in the c 
direction. Further Ca ions fit into the vr.11s of 
these channels, being partly coordinated by six 
oxygens belonging to the columns, and partly by the P 
or OH ions which occupy the centre of the open 
channels, lyi on six-fold screw axes. The total 
calcium coordination is thus seven, as compared to 
nine for the "chain" calciums. 
The only other calcium orthophosphate structure 
fully detexmined is that of dicalcium phosphate 
dihyrote, Can04,21120, a preliminary account of which 
has been published (2). The crystals are monoclinic 
and the structure is sicillar to that of the almoet 
isomorphoue evpsuzl, CaSO4,220 (12). It consists of 
sheets in the a e plane, containine: parallel chins 
of = 204 = (»a ZAS PO4 ima Ca wal. -e-djoinin,: chains are 
related by centres of symmetry, and differ in height 
along the b axis by 2.3A to ,;ive a corrocated effect. 
The sheets are repeated at a distance of b/2 by 
vertical ecrew axes, and are seearated by water 
molecules which link the sheets in the b direction. 
Tile calcium ion has a coordination of eiht (six 
oxygens from PO4 tetrahedra, and two water molecules). 
The unit cells of both dicalciun phosphte (Ind 
monocalcium phosphate monohydrate have been deberidied 
(%) and accurate intensity measurements of their 
respective X-ray powder patterns, usinc: a micro- 
densitometer, have also been published (13). 
In the present investiation, the structural 
determinations have been tackled, as far as possible, 
independently of chemical postula4,es. nly the 
numbers and scatterins powers of the atoms involved, 
end, in the case of CaHPO4, the approximate length of 
the PO 4 bond, were assumed. 
ÿ'. 1: .The Structure of Dicalcium Pho: L;1U.;e 
1. Introduction 
Calcium .hydro; en orthophosphate, CaHPO4., 
exists in the anhydrous and d.ihydra'ted forms. The 
crystal structure of the latter, the minern1 brushite, 
has been determine. (2). The anhydrous salt, which 
occurs in nature as the uncommon mineral monetite, 
is co:;Imonly known as dicalcium phosphate from the 
old doubie --o amide formulation 2Ca,H20,P205. Its 
crystal morphology wa.s first described by A. de 
Schulten (14), who f'ounc; it io be triclinic 
pinacoida. Zhe optical properties and cell 
dimensions have been determined by Lehr, Smith and 
Brown (6) . 
In the pre:::ence of water below 25 °C, Ca.II204 
is conveted to the dihydrate (15), but the 
anhydrous crystals are not appreciably decomposed 
at room temperature if kept dry. 
7 
2. Unit Cell Dimensions LInd qpace 6-roup 
E;saerimental 
Exceptionally pure ci,;stals of anhydrous 
dicalcium phosphate were kindly made available for 
this investioation by the Research Department of 
the Tennessee Valley tuthority. 6inj_e prismatic 
crystals of maximum length 0.5 mm. were selected 
and mounted on glass fibres by a touch of shellac 
dissolved in alcohol. Their habit is shown in 
Figure 1. Oomplete sets of 20° oscillation and 
-:;eissenberL: layer-line photographs were obtained, 
using a Newton Victor Raymax X-ray unit and a 5 cm. 
rndius, vertical travel, normal beam '.eissenber 
camera. The X-ray tub- was run at 25mÁ., 50Kv. 
peak voltage witT C.. K. radiation, the Kp wavelength 
beim: absorbed by , nickel filter. The diffracted 
beams were recorded on Ilford Industrial G X-ray 
film, developed lor 5 minutes in Ilford. ID1J X-ray 
developer. 
Unit tell Dimensions 
The unit cell dimensions were obtained from 
(okl), (hol) and (hko) reflections, a 
weighted mean of values obtained from all the 
suitable reflections being taken. There were 
sufficient of these to enable the method of 
extrapolation to :An° . 1 to be employed, but film 
- 8 - 
shrinka»e errors weEe minimized by t :i l- sin O 
measurements from the shadow cast on the film 
by a knife -edge set at an accurately known value 
of 6 near 90 °. The mean value of measurements on . 
each half of the film was used, and only reflections 
within 14° of the knife -edge were employed. 
The reciprocal cell, obtained in this way, is 
tabulated below. 
ax = 0.2301 a é33°46 
b* = 0.2332 # = 76° 3' 
c* h_ 0.2281 Ó= 89°44' 
The correspondin,; cell in crystal space, 




oL = 96021' 
/1 103°54' 
Ó ium 33°44' 
V = 309.5A -; 
With four formula weiL7hts of CaHPO4 in the 
cell, the calculated density is 2.9022;;./c.c., 
compared to observed values of 2.923gm. /c.c. (14) 
and 2,392gm. /c.c. (16). The cell dimensions a :ree 
substantially with those previously reported (6), 
viz.: 
a .. 6.91A 
r 
b _ .6A 
c = 7.02A 






The primitive cell has been chosen col rectly to 
obtain the shortest and most nearly ortho;ional 
axes, but this has involved1 being below 90°, 
which is not in accordance with the arbitrary 
convention for the triclinic system. The 
correspondinb "reduced ,)rinitive cell" with all anles 
obtuse, is: 
a == 6,90A 









This, however, involves a longer e axis, 
and the original lattice has been retained for con- 
venience during the present investigation. 
Intensit- Measurement 
The intensities of diffracled bear:Is from nearly 
alL the planes in the reflecting sphere were estimated 
visually by comparison of multiple-e;_posure Weissenberg 
photographs of the zero, first, second and third 
layer lines. The intensities were corrected for 
Lorentz and polarization factors by the graphical 
method of Cochran (17). The small irregularly- 
shaped crystals precluded any correction for the 
rather high absorption. An attempt was made to 
place the intensities for the three two-dimensional 
zones on an absolute scale by the statistical 
treatment of Wilson (13), but this proved unsatis- 
factory, probably because of the absorption and the 
insufficient "randomness" of the structuTe. All 
- 10 - 
the curves obtained showed pronounced :riinl.miA, 
and this was also true with Ca(H2f'04)2i:t20. The 
absorption effect also prevented any reliable 
neasure,nc nt of the temperature factor. The c,en.eral 
intensities, 12(h:I°:1), were therefore left on an 
arbitrary scale. They ._:re listed in Table I. 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
21 0 6 13 30 9 0 8 
2 0 26 10 4 5 
30 22 3 8 
8 0 32 6 
14 11 0 3 
0 0 3 2 
4 7 1 0 
0 3 
16 3 , : 0 , 6 0 18 8 1 
0 4 8 4 7 12 0 9 
0 4 0 1 0 9 9 0 
15 3 0 0 0 0 4 
18 o 16 0 0 0 
48 3 0 5 6 0 
1 0 8 0 0 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
25 1 18 0 1 0 11 1 0 
5 9 3 3 4 2 0 7 2 
38 0 2 0 0 17 2 3 1 
2 1 6 5 2 0 3 0 
28 3 2 0 4 11 10 0 
4 0 0 12 8 1 7 
1 5 2 J 4 0 2 
0 0 4 2 5 0 
5 0 0 0 
14 0 6 2 14 0 4 5 0 
0 2 13 6 5 0 17 3 
0 7 14 0 28 1 0 
1 0 0 1 




0 -1 2 3 4 . ;.S 7 8 
(") 21 13 4 17 2 2 J f. --, ,) 0 4 
1 16 6 0 1 16 2 0 0 
2 3 Ci 14 12 1 24 2 
0 15 12 26 0 1 
4 15 3 3 3 5 4 b O 
13 1 13 0 4 0 4 
43 1 10 o 3 6 0 
7 1 2 5 7 0 
.:-.; 10 1 0 
I 2 1 10 4 10 6 1 0 1 
2' 30 6 9 4 0 2 4 1 
3 -'. 8 10 9 7 2 0 0 
4 14 0 10 9 2 0 1 
0 29 10 
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The crystals of Cal1PO4 belong to the 
triclinic system, end the choice of space group 
depends only upon the presence or absence of a 
centre of symmetry. The crystal morphology 
(Figure 1) suggests the presence of a centre, and 
this was confirmed by an application to tl,e (hko) 
zone of the statistical analysis of reflection 
intensities described by owells, Phillips and 
Rogers (19). The method consists in tabulating 
the fractions N(z) of reflections whose intensities 
are equal to or less than a fraction z of the 
local average. The graph of V(z) against z 
differs considerably for centred and non-centred 
istributions, especially where z is small. 
Comparison (Figure 2) of the observed values with 
the calculated curves clearly indicates that a 
centre of symmetry is present. The space group of 
CaHPO4, therefore, is Pl. 
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Structure Determination 
Interpretation of Patterson Sinthesis 
In the space group Pl, the general positions 
are twofold, and since there are two CaHPO4 
molecules in the unique volume of the cell, all 
the atoms can be in general positions. Apart 
from hydrogen atoms, which ere unlikely to be 
discoverable by X-ray methods in the presence of 
Ca and P atoms, there are 12 independent atoms 
whose positions are defined by 36 parameters. 
However since there are only four unique heavy 
atoms, giving rise to 16 interatomic vectors, 
Patterson syntheses seemed promising. Teis well- 
known method involves competinL a Fourier series 
whose coefficients are the squares of the moduli 
of the structure factors, the resulting function 
representing the interatomic vectors in the cre-stal. 
Since all the vectors are erected from the ori,jn, 
interpretation in terms of atomic arrangement is 
normally difficult; but if the structure contains 
a minority of heavy atoms, the vectors due to 
their interactions are easily distinguishable 
since the vector peak height is proportional to 
the -,roduct of the scattering powers of the atoms 
involved. 
- 13 - 
Two-dimensional Patterson functions projected 
down each of the three axes were computed (see 
Appendix for equations used). Unfortunately 
no useful information. was gained from these maps, 
the heavy atom vectors being obscured by the 
large number of other interatomic vectors superposed 
on them in the relatively small areas of projection. 
This difficulty was not unexpected, and it was 
decided that in order to interpret the structure 
by vector methods it would be necessary to resolve 
all the vectors in three dimensions. This meant 
the computation of the ::eneral Patterson function, 
using all the (hid) intensities. The function 
was expanded for computation as shown in the 
Appendix, and the work proceeded in three stages, 
the summations being taken in turn over h, k and 
1, and expressed as a function of X, Y and Z, at 
intervals of 1/30th of each of these. The 
function P(x, Y, Z) was therefore evaluated at 
just over 15,000 points contained in the unique 
half of the unit cell. It was drawn out in 16 
sections parallel to the b e plane, contours 
being drawn at arbitrary levels. The sections 
at X = 2, 6 and 8 are reproduced here. (Fiures 3, 
4 and 5).. 
A list was drawn up of the principal vectors, 
and a preliminary attempt made to recover the 
fundamental set of heavy atoms from them by trial 
14 - 
end error methods. This failed, as in many 
erevious instances, prin.cinally because the 
vector peaks are not ; harply enough defined to 
permit their being treated as points, in order 
to reconstruct their fundamental set graphically, 
Cs described, for example, by Lipson and Cochran (2` ), 
The vector convergence method (21) was 
therefore adopted. This is based on the principle 
that the Patterson function can be regarded as n 
Patterns of the electron distribution within the 
crystal, superimposed with each in turn of the n 
atoms at the origin, and having; weight proportion) 
to the atomic number of the nth atom. If there 
is a minority of Ileavy atoms in the structure, a 
particularly 1 vector peak can be chosen on 
the assumption that it corresponds to the distance 
between two heavy atoms. If two Patterson 
functions are superimposed with their oririns at 
either end of this vector, the images of other 
atoms in each of the heavy atoms are brought into 
coincidence on atomic sites. Another vector may 
then be chosen in a similar way from those not 
eliminated by the superposition, and the process 
repeated to eliminate any chance coincidences. 
There is, however, always the danger that the 
second chosen vector is itself present in the 
superposition function only by chance. 
-tl 15 - 
In the present case, eavy atoms were <:.esurned 
to lie at the Patterson origin and at the two 
outstandinly heavy peaks at ( , 5, 33) and (8, 
36, 37). The Patterson function was superposed 
over the entire cell with t]:;ese three positions 
in turn as origin. The coincidence of vectors at 
once revealed five other heavy atoms at (2, 31, 4) , 
(28, 18, 56), (33 49, 0), (35, 23, 23) and (36, 
54, 33), and a centre of sy1ucetry at (18, 27, 17), 
showing that the original two vectors had been 
correctly closen. loreover it was possible, by 
comparing the peat_ 'he .-rhts carefully, to separate 
unambiguously the Ca and P atoms. Transferring 
the origin to the centre of symmetry, the unique 
Ca atoms are at (42, 33, 43) and (50, 9, 20) and 
the P atoms at (44, 4, 47) and (48, 38, 16). 
(sill coordinates are quoted in 60the of the cell 
edges.) A table is given below comparing the 
observed peak hei; hts of all the vectors inv:ilved 






heorei ;ical Actual 
26 37 30 Ca,+P 60- 70 
30 11 59 Ca+P 60 75 
23 18 57 (Ca,+Ca)+(P+P) 125 120 
26 47 53 Ca+P 60 60 
22 13 24 Ca+P 60 85 
2 31 4 2(Ca-P) 120 110 
6 5 33 2(Ca-P) 120 120 
3 36 37 Ca-Ca 80 102 
4 34 29 P-P 45 60 
24 6 26 2Ca 40 43 
23' 8 34 2P 22 34 
24 44 28 2P 
.,) 
30 
20 42 20 2Ca 40 52 
It yet remained to discover the -. i.xteery oxy; en 
atoms. Further study of the superposition function,, 
which had been transferred to tracing paper as a 
"mini mum function" (22), showed that the number 
of recorded coincidences of medium height was 
confusingly lar,--.;e. A further superposition, 
using the P at (2, 31, 4), failed to simplify 
the C lee significantly. The fact was therefore 
used that the P -0 distance in a PO4 tetrahedron 
is approximately 1.6A. Spheres of this radius 
were constructed round the four P atomic positions 
on the superposition maps, and all coincident 
- 17 - 
vectors within about 0.2A of the spheres were 
noted. Pairs of these which were related by the 
previously -found centre of symmetry were then 
lAcked out. Vine pairs were in fact found, of 
which one corresponded to an atom in a sterieally 
unlikely position near the centre, at (2cs, 2, 13). 
The remaining eight gave convincing PO4 tetrahedra 
with no gross packing difficulties. All the 
vectors between the heavy atoms and the ox Bens 
chosen were then calculated and compared with the 
on final Patterr:on function to ensure, not only 
that all the vectors were ,resent, but that no 
significant peaks on. the map remained unaccounted . 
for. 
since the agreement between the calculated 
vectors and the observed distribution was 
satisfactory, small alterations were then applied 
to the postulated atomic positions to obtain the 
best possible overall fit. Srif ting the origin 
to the centre of symmetry at (18, 27, 17), the 
parameters thus chosen, now in 36Oths of the cell 
edges, were: 
Cal 100 162 102 
Cat 
66 306 240 
P1 72 132 264 
P2 102 336 78 
0 
1 
120 126 330 
- J_L) 
02 120 174 216 
0 
3 43 66 210 
04 13 193 270 
" 
5 114 300 6 
06 156 42 114 
07 42 30 60 
96 232 126 
Refinement of Structure 
The atomic positions obtained by the vector 
convergence metLod were used to calculate structure 
factors for the (okl) zone. The equations used 
and methods es r.1oyed are det<iled in the Appendix. 
An encouraging degree of agreement between observed 
and calculated str,;:cture factors was obtained, 
the residual error R, defined as 
R . OF obs.l - I F calc.lI 
obs.1 
being 0.40. A fourier projection of the electron 
density down the a axis, using the 77 Po (okl) terms 
hiela could be giver signs, showed satisfactory 
detail and only small shifts. '.:lien these were 
applied, . fell to 0.35. At this stage it was 
felt desirable to scale Fo to fit Fe over five ranges 
of sin 9 , since the ',` ilson scaling curve was not 
clt to be reliable. 
-19 - 
Further xeiïneàde,Zt was carried out by the use 
of i`o'Pc.,.7 "difference syntheses" as described by 
Cochran (23). Refinement is accomplished by 
sh.iftin those atoms which lie on eradients in 
the synthesis. á.'he ;.:toms are _:,oved up the stec.;iest 
Lra,d.ient by an amount ,;iven by 
co( á 2? @) 
where p is an empirical constant for a particular 
atom. It may be derived from the peak height /0 (o ) 




iße values derived for p on this basis, from the 
earlier Fourier map, approximated to 5, and this 
value was used, 
?our successive stages of refinement by 
di±ference syntheses were carried out, the residual 
error being thereby reduced to 0.203. As there 
were several pairs of atoms not completely rec,olver? 
in this proj ction, it was then decided to refine 
the x parameters using; the data for the (hko) zone. 
Structure factors calculated. using the x parameters 
from the Patterson superposition and the already 
refined y parameters gave R = 0.51. This is a 
high fi ;.ure even for an approximte structure, but 
a Fourier projection using 82 signed F0 tenus gave 
an encouraging amount of detail (Figure 6). Five 
- 20 - 
cvcl.ee of refinement by difference syi2 tzáeues 
improved the agreeeent to a satisfactory level with 
E .,= .. 0,r20. There were, as frequently oeeur, minor 
differences in the y parameter of some E2torrs betwee 
-the two zones. 
Finally, structure factors for the (hol) cone, 
using the already refined x and z parameters, were 
calculated, Living an Il = 0.23* After one 
refinement by a difference synthesis, the mean 
parameters for all atome fro,;: the three re;fincd 
zones were teke11 and structure factors usine these 
final parameters reca].culated for each zone. 
Ihe residual errors were then: 
tx , .ktkR9 s ars: IJ ,193 
R(hol) es 0.216 
11 ( 0k1 ) = 04,193 
Average R = 0,201 
eleese figur es include reflections of observed 
zero i.n.texaeity, and no corrections have been 
applied for extinction nor for a temperature 
factor, It le, however, considered that secondary 
extinction has been respon:::ible for leszenixg 
the observed intensity of aeveral of the strongest 
reflections, namely (120)1 (120), (200), (::02), 
(201) and (022). 
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As a final check on the validity of the 
structure, it was thought advisable to calculate 
structure factors for a randomly c':osen eet of 
general planes (hkl). For this purpose, the 
general structure factor equation given in the 







more tedious. A satisfactory degree 
was obtained, using the (hk3) 
the value of R being 0.285 after the 
values had been scaled directly 
Tables listin observed and 
values for the planes (hko), (hol), 
(okl and (hk3; are given on a separate page 
(Table 2). 
It was considcred that refinement was 
unlikely to proceed to any further significant 
extent, in view of the various errors ,oresent for 
which no adequate correction could be made. 
Apart from the effects of absorption, extinction 
and temperature, the princip source of error is 
the inaccurate estimation of intensity by purely 
visual examination of 
zenerally agreed that 
in the value of F sre 
The only satisfactory 
the intensity of each 
photographs. It is 
deviations of at least 5;', 
likely using this method. 
alternative is to measure 
reflection individually 
using a Cleiger counter spectrometer, but this is 
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in practice e. tedious proceeding that is adopted 
only when fine details of etructure, e.g. bond 
lenzthe and electron distributione, are required. 
As the present determination had ae its object 
merely the elucidatien of the chemical structure, 
end as the cryetals are, by their small, 
irreeular dimension es low syme]etry and preponderance 
of heevy atoms, unsuited for more detailed work, 
the structuee determination was rezarded as 
complete at this stae:e. 
A fourier projection on (hko), Fieure 7, wac 
computed for the final atructure. Un.?ortunately, 
since all the si.ened Fo terms were used for this 
eynthesis, the oxygen atomic peaks appear badly 
distorted and displaced by the diffraction rings 
around the heavy etom, compered to Figure 6, in 
which :vainly low-order Fo tern s were used. 2hie 
effect iB to be eeeected in a Fourier eerie for 
heavy atoms with no modification for heilt metion, 
when the eerier: is terminated abruptly at Bin 0 No 1. 
However, the introduction of an artieicial 
temperature factor to leesen the diffrection would 
rerder the oxygen (anC of course, the heavy atom) 
peaks blurred and diffuee. The ;:ifficulty lies 
primarily in the high proportion of tJ..e total 
eolecular scatterin power concentrated in the 
heavy atom. A similar Fourier projectien, 
(Fi6ure 16), for the Ca(A2PO4)240 crystal, whose 
- 23 - 
oxygens have a higher proportion of the total 
scattering power, shows much improved resolution 
Out 
even Wit a temperatue factor. 
The Anal atomic para,neters, in 360ths of the 
cell ed,.;es, are: 
Cal 106 157 93 
Ca2 63 302 240 
74 135 259 
22 107 339 75 
114 120 336 
02 123 177 222 
03 AO 66 213 
15 192 270 
0 
5 
120 300 6 
0 
165 39 108 
0 
7 
39 27 57 
0, 105 235 126 
Comparison of these parameters with the 
orijinal values, obtained from the superposition 
of the three-dimensionca Patterson function, shows 
that the lattei ,:rave surprisingly cood approximations 
to the final atomic positions, even for the oxygen 
atoms. The maximum error in any one parameter is 
nine 360ths, correspondin:: to about 0.12A, and 
most are considerably sMaller than this, which 
was hardly to be anticipated for the reasons 
-24- 
Mentioned above. It is generally held that 
structures most favourable to solution by "heavy 
z.tomt1 methods are those in which the sums of the 
squares of the atomic numbers of the heavy and 
light atoms present are equal. In the present 
case, 
N2 (Ca +P) = 1098 
íI %2(C+ à?) = 514 
a ratio of two to one in favour of the heavy atoms. 
This implies that the accuracy in the oxygen 
ositions will be relatively low. 
standard Deviations 
The actual accuracy of the determination 
cannot be quantitatively judged from the residual 
error R alone. methods of estimating the 
probable eirors in electron density and atomic 
coordinates have been described by Cruikshank (24), 
e shows that the standard deviation in electron 




d (pc)) ) ji (ro-_q c)¿1 
the su: -ration being taken over the whole 
reciprocal plane. 
Similarly the standard deviation in atomic 
coordinates, d (xn), is expressed 1 
d (xn) = 2rr[ q h p0 -Fc ) 
a fic 
where 0n is the central curvature, axe , at the 
centre of the n tE,. atom. 
Usinp. these equations cl a typical projection 
in CaHPO4, the ;:Jtanda.rd deviation in electron 
density, 6 (/00) = 1.1 e/A2 on the (okl ) .2rojection. 
- The ät::_ndatird. deviation. in ëitoIUlc coordinate; along 
the e axis, d(an) = 0. 00Úrk for Ca., '3.011A for P, 
and U. 039A for 0. ::len.ce the standard deviations 
in bond lengtLs, which are equal to 
1/2 
d (412 = [d (z1)2+ 6 (z2)2J 
have the values: 
9 
Oa,-0 = 0.039A 
P -0 = 0.040k 
0-0.0.055A 
0 --0 = 0.073r- (if rela.tel by a centro 
of syruLetry, when 6(á12 ) = 2 d(z1). ) 
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4. DeScriptior. of Structure 
The str'i.lctü3 f.' of VGlli'J/ consists of discrete 
PO4'" tetrahedra and Ca++ ions, the latter 
coordinated by a shell of oxygen atoms. Figure 
3 shows a projection of the structure down the c 
axis, four unit cells being :i'?oZ;n.. In the a 
direction 3a1 is bonded to 02 cnd. 0 attached to 
Pl, while Ca2 is bonded. to 06 and 07, attac hed to 
I. In the b direction Cal is bonded to 06 
and 07, and Ca2 to 02 and 04, so that a double 
chain of Ca - PO4 -- Ca, e._tenis along the a axis 
á :- O o o O 
P 
\ 
Ca 0 O Co.- 0 0- / \ 
-0 O Ca O O Ca 
\ / 
o o o o 
Bonds _'rom Cal to 03 and Cat to 03 link these 
chains transversely in the b direction, forming 
a distorted sheet of atoms rou:, hly in the CO 0 1) 
plane. The centre of symmetry produces a similar 
sheet below the first in the c direction, 
_further bonds fro :1 Cal to 01 'end 02', and from 
Ca2 to 03', 05' and 05' linking the sheets. 
thus has seven and Ca2 eight nearest oxy yen 
neighbours in its coordination shell. This 
- 27 - 
variation in the calcium coordination is not 
une. ; -,:petted. The h ; hly electropositive nature 
of the metallic ion results in an unusually great 
ionic character in t is coordination, so that no 
definite allocation of shared electrons from the 
oxy`ens is possible. Ca - coordinations of all 
values from 6 to 9 have been reported (25) end 
different values in the same struct.: e have been 
noted where the symmetry pen its 
The bona 1 en7ths and ancles 
Pi - 01 mm 1.53A Cal -01' s 2.44A 
(26, 1). 
obt Lined are: 
Ca2 -'v2 . 2.58A 
PI -- 02 = 1.58 `;al -.J2 2.34 Ca2 03 - 2.40 




-02' = 2.43 :;2.2 - J,' 
J 
= 2... 43 
. Pi - 04 1 56 .i Ct Cal ' ^ (1 " 2` .-r.. . Ca2 - 04 = 2.44 
P2 - 05 = 1.52 cal - 06 m. 2.44 Ca2 - 05' 2.44 
- 06 = 1.56 Cal __ 07 = 2.59 íÿa2 - (1- u 2 5
P2 - t7 Cal - 2.37 Ci G.2 - 07 .:. 2.58 
2 - 00 1 .`.)4 í1a2 - 08' = 2.51 
O121°2 = 11: .5° 05P205 = 111.0 
01P103 = 113.5° P5P207 ., 109.0 











103.5° 06P208 108,5 
03 Pi: 4 = 116.00 07''208 
= 112.0 
The average P - 0 bond length is 1.54A, the 
average Ca - 0 bond length is 2.46A, and the 
average distance 0- 0 within the PO4 group is 
2.51A. 
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The two hydrogen atoms probably lie between. 
Oxygens of nei bbouring PO4 groups. It is not 
Ieatsible to identify their positions by a reduction 
in the 0 - O distance between non -bonded atoms, 
since in this case with a standard deviation of 
3. j55Á in the bond length, only differences in 0 - 0 
bonds greater than 0.13 are sigriifia:.rit. T.hi s 
uncertainty, caused primarily by the swamping 
effect of the heavy atoms, is sufficient to obscure 
v.ry evidence of hydrogen. bonding. In fact, the 
shortest sr,easui'ed 0 - O contact is 2.43.E between 
07 end its syrn :eery- ieleted atom, where the standard 
deviation is higher and where a hydrogen bond is 
not post ible by space- grouia considerations. The 










2 . 0A 
2.62 
2.71. 
ne structure of CaBPO4 is thus a three- 
dimensional network of PO4' tetrahedra with Ca ++ 
ions in the interstices, holding the anions 
together by highly ionic bonds with the oxygene. 
There seems to be no close resemblance to the 
structure of chemically related compound , though 
CaSO4, which is orthorhombic, has very similar 
cell dimensions (27). In particular, t he structure 
- 2.9 -. 
of apatite (11, 1) is quite different, so that 
profound alterations in the crystal lattice must 
be necessary as the Ca /P ratio is reduced from 
and a continuous series of solid solutions 
between hydroxyapatite and anhydrous dicalcium 
phosphate se, !s unlikely. 
Publication. A paper embodying the results of thi 
investigation has been accented for publication (28 











































































G - 2 [Cs -P) s C -O x = P-0 ¡firer- 1Fto 
Fig. 3. Section at X = 2 of general Patterson function for CaHPO4. 
Vectors for the trial structure are indicated. 
b 
4 
® = z[ca -P] _ C. - o X P -o 1" re?, IRO 
Fig. 4. Section at X = 6 of general Patterson function for CaHPO4. 
b 
y 
Q= C4-C, = Cw- O X= P -o rrsP.1Ro 
Fig. 5. Section at X = 8 of general Patterson function for CaHPO4. 
-4 
Fig. 6. Fourier projection down C axis of CaHPO4, using only 
82 terms from approximate structure. Contours at fir 
12, 18 48 e /A2 . 
a 
Fig. 7. Fourier projection down C axis of CaHPO4 for final 
structure. Contours at 6, 12, 18 . . . . 54 e /A2. 
\ ,,..w., mows 
, . 
0 41 














































P - a -O 
FIGURE 8. 
Part 2: The Utructure of Monocalciunr Phosphate 
,'4'[ono irate 
l. Introduction 
Calcium tetrahydrogen diorthophosphate, 
Ca( 2PO4 2, coonly known as monocalciurn phosphate 
from its old formulation as a double oxide, 
CaJ,21120,2205, exists in the a.nhydrous and in a 
wsoAydroYed torwb. The ox+%.ydrovs trysfa.ls wee wnsrwlale iv+ 
contact with aqueous solutions at room temperature, 
are very by ;roseopic, and do not folJJ well -shaped 
crystals. to rr,onohydrate, on the of _er hand, is 
readily preparable as well-formed, stable crystals, 
and is, moreover, the phase actually present in 
commercial superphosphate fertilizers (5. 
The crystals are described by wroth (29) as 
tr: clinic pinacoidal. Their morphology was first 
described byaushofer (0) and their optical 
properties and unit cell dimensions have recently 
been determined (6). The latter paper also points 
out some similarities in cell dimensions with those 
of ypsum and surest that the structures may be 
analogous in some respects. This view was 
supported by their success in ereparinj orientated 
overgrowths of Ca(I 2i ,T,L. )2H2O on large crystals of 
-y-psum suf pended in the crystLllizin.; solution. 
- 31 - 
.Detcrrr:ination of Unit Cell and pace Gro_.Ap 
.;:xperimer_tal: 
pho 
The monocalcium, used was prepared accordin, 
to the equation: 
Ca(Ol1)2 + 2'13PO4 = Ca.(zI2P34)2, 1120 + 
47.56m. 90;` :1.:. phoaphoric acid and 22 gr,. 
disfilled water were a.drzec? to 5.2 ,^. calciu° 
hydroxide in a porcelain c_u íibi n. Ihe mixture 
was heated at 100r'C, in an electric overt until 
solution was compl ;tA, and `- ,en cooled ver7 slow?' ri; 
allowing the oven +e :::erature io drop by abut 
10°C. per ho-:r. The crystals which formed were 
filtered on a eirtereú jass funnel, washed several 
times with acetone and dried for a short tille in 2 
50''C, oven. 
The crystals ar.? colourless ;,idteú, tabular or. 
th e (010) face. Their .:abit is shown. ir. 2i:ur? . 
:,:icroscopic ezarination, however, 4hcwe , that 
polyJynthetic accoriin.ÿ ta the Albite law, 
and contact twinning e.coordin to the .:arlsbad law, 
are highly developed, and no .einvla crystal suitable 
for X-ray e:-;a:Ilination cauli found. ,?ve 
large crj stai, about 1 :-.:,-. square, WS: 
cleaved, uszn.. a raz3, aw-.'., zyl~J 
smaller fragments, each of _vhic.._ was '.y an 
X-ray oscillation p:zo}o_;rar. M until an untwirned 
- 32 
specimen was obtained. This was a lath-shaped 
fragment of dimensions 0.7 x 0.2 x 0.1 , ;m. , elongated 
along the a axis. It was mounted on the cad of 
a thin Mass fibre by a tauch of "úeccotine ". 
Oscillation and Weissenberg potographa were taken 
about the three principal axes, usina the same 
techniques as with CaiO4, but ern °doying the faster 
Kodak Kodirex film which had become available. 
Since only one usuable crystal was a.vl.ilable, it 
was remoun.tea for rotation about each axis in turn, 
the old "Seccotine" being easily removed by a slightly 
damp artist's brush without appreciably dissolving 
the crystal. 
Unit Cell and pace Group 
The unit cell dimensions were determine by 
measurements of high -order (hko), (hol) and (0 1) 
reflections in the same way as for CaH. The 
mean values obtained for the reciprocal axes are: 
0.3113 
b* = 0.1312 




,0- Q. A a 
The corresponding unit ell i A real space .i z : 
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Since the .unit cell is triclinic, the choice 
of space group depends only on the presence or 
absence of a centre of symetry. CryLtal morpl':oloe;y 
suests that a centre is present, and the statistical 
test (19) was used to confirm this, as with 
CaHPO 4' nien applied to the (old) reflections 
of Ca(H2PO4)21120, the curve obtained, shown in 
Figure 10, reveals the presence of a centre of 
symmetry. Thus the space group is Pl. 
n 
e Stri cture Deterairatio3 
Interpretation of Patterson Syntheses 
The general positions in space group PI are 
two -fold, and there is one molecule of Ca(:i2PO4 )2 
in the unique half of the cell. All the 
atolls can be in general positions, so that 3 
parameters are required to define the positions 
of all the atoms, except the hydrogens. In 
this crystal, however, there are only three unique 
heavy atoms, givin.a rise to nine interatomic 
vectors. It seemed probable, therefore, that 
two- dimensional Patterson syntheses would be 
much more informative than they had been for the 
Ca iPO4 crystal. 
The projections including the long b axis 
were likely to provide the best resolved Patterson 
'flaps, and a start was made on the (okl) projection. 
The observed F2 terms were first placed on an 
approximate absolute scale by an application of 
Wilson's method. Once again a. rati'er ambiguous 
graph was obtained, and it seemed best to 
multiply the intensities by a constant scale 
factor of 15, rather than to attempt a detailed 
scaling against sin 9 . (The structure factors 
were later resealed against the calculated values 
when an acceptable structure had been obtained.) 
- 3r) - 
The (okl) Patterson function (see Appendix) 
was calculated in (Othe of the cell ede in the 
direction., Lnd in 30th in the 2 direction, 
ere 
b sin 5 
c sin/S 
LYZ oid 
The Pon 7:rojection is shown in 
Tif,..:ure 11 The outatandin: feature is the 
,.ppe:..ranee of four sets of two high peaks each 
with the came y parameter cnd separated by 
;I/2. hIS suiests imTedietely that two of 
the three heavy ntom are in the relet4.ve 
positions (0,0) and (0,30) with the third atom 
,1 one of the other hift peako. In view of tbe 
unusuall s. sym-netrical nature cf the vector 
arr%n6ement, it was suspected that knowledee of 
the (hko) projection would be v:tluable at tís 
The (ho) Patterson projection was therefore 
coxputed in the same canner, after a ilon 
acz_lin6 jrnph had afi-nin led to e scale factor of 
15 bein. applied. The map, shown in ?.1u2-e 12, 
indicates thet each pair of heavy atom vectors 
in the (old) projection have also the sa=e 
coordinate, i.e. t ere are four sets of vr,ot-rs 
with the coordinates (xly-,z) and (xtYpz 
-37- 
The inference is ts,at two of the heavy atoms 
must be superposed on the (hko) orojcction, 
in the relative positions (0,0,0) and (u, 0, 30 ). 
Tlicse must be the Ca and one P atom, since Z/2 =3.2A 
is too smü1.1 a separation between two PO4 groups, 
while it does correspond to the Ca - P distance 
of closest approach in Ca.11202,2i120, for e. ample. 
Interpretation of the (hko) projection thus 
resolves itself into the very simple case of two 
heavy atoms, (Ca + Pl) and P2. There are only 4 
vectors to identify, whose hei bits should be 
pro-ortion.al to the product of the scattering 
powers of the atoms concerned, thus: 
Vector Atoms Prtoporti mal Pei t 
i (Ca, +Pi) + (Cat-Pi) 1100 
2 (da. +il) -t p2 1000 (d)uble wei`__ 
3 (Ca+P1) - P2 1000 ( " 
4 P2 t P2 225 
The vector i:.ei;hts are in the ratio 4.4 : 4 : 4 : 1.. 
The three largest peaks on the PL.tterson map, 
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Unfortunately this implies thut vector 4 
will have a height of only 50 units (just ,beve 
the first contour earked on the map) which is 
much too low to be noticeable in com:arison with 
the abundant Ca - J and P - U vectors. Even so 
we have only 3 possibilities of fittin4 vectors 
1, 2 and 3 to peaks A, B and C. Une can ae 
discarded immediately, since the combination 
A . 2, B 3, C ... 1 corresponds to P2 at 
(44, 2) which is too near the centres of e ymeetry 
alon ̀. the c axis. 
There is little to choose between the two 
remainin" poeoi p ities, except that for the 
combination A - 3, 3 = 1, C = 2, vector 4 lies 
at (2ö 18i) at a height of 70 units. This 
corresponds to (Ca- Pl) at (48:j, 8 x) and P2 at 
(16-x;, 20T). Structure factors for the (hko) 
zone wale therefore calculated for these three 
atoms, a residual error E of J.4- bein6 obtained. 
This is rather a high fi5zure even for such a 
rough structure, and a Fourier projection, 
computed using those F's whose s1 ns were 
determined, was very unconvincing, and no 
ecceptdble oxygen positions were obtained. This 
structure was therefore abandoned, and the third 
possibility, namely the combination A - 1, B - 3, 
C m 2, was investigate.?. It will be seen that 
- 39 - 
only this a.rran e!ren t preserves the correct peak - 
height relationship. It had not been favourer 
previously because vector 4 falls at (17 14-1) 
at a height of only 45, but t'r_is is not really 
too low. 
The atomic sites on this hypothesis are: 
(Ca. *P1) at (43-4 61) and P2 at (211 22). 
Structure factors calculated for these atoms gave 
an R factor of 0.43, and 110 F's were si ,ned for 
e Fourier projection, shown in Fiur-e 13. 
suitable oxygen positions, marked by crosses, 
were chosen. 
cell edges, 
01 ( 3; 










11 ) 0:3 
in 60ths of the 
(24 15k) 
( 9 24 ) 
' (37 24á) 
`15 26i) 
:f:2 0 ( 6 15). 
Structure factors calculated for the complete 
trial structure gave R = 0.32 after r obs. had 
been multiplie by a scale factor of 1.125. 
This re',uction of 0.11 in the residual error is 
strong evidence of the approximate correctnes 
of the atomic positions. It cas now decided to 
refine the structure by weans of the 
difference Fourier syntheses which had beer. 
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successful in the CaliPO4 work. '.2wo cycles of 
refinement reduced E to 0.28, but further 
improvement was not obtine. The difference 
map (Figure 14) indicated that the Ca and Pl 
atoms should be separated slightly in the X 
direction, but of course it is impossible to know 
which way to move each atom unless another 
projection is studied. 
Attention was accordingly j,ven to the other 
-rojections, beginning: with the (okl) which should 
be the best resolved. Now the coordinates of 
the (Ca4P1) vectJr on the (okl) projection must 
be (12, 2z1+ )0) where z1 and (z1+ 30) are the 
respective z parameters of these atoms. 
The peaks which fit this condition are at 
(12, 3 and (12, 33). Hence z or 16. 
Tile po:ibility z = 1 can be discounted, since 
it would bring the heavy Ltoms too close to the 
centres of symmetry. If z = 16i, then: 
Ca = (44 6 461) 
pl = (44 6 16i). 
6imilarly the vectors (P2 - Ca) and (P2 - PI) 
must have coordinates (16 z2 46i) and 
(16 , z2 16) respectively. The two peaks 
available -1,re (16 49) and (16 19). Thiz 
correspoflds to a choice of coordinates for P2 
between (22 55') and (22 35i). Of -ftese, the 
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latter is probably the more acceptable from 
nackirv: considerations, but the foxnier gave rather 
better peak-height agreements, within ± 7.5%, and 
it was tried out first. Utructu.re factors 
calculated for the th-,ree heavy atoms alone g ve 
P 0.46, and possible oxygen positions were 
obtained i from an (FU - i ) synthesis. A new 
set of structure factors using these oxygen 
positions was quite unsatisfactory, k ineres.sinv 
., to 0.43. A more complete (F0 - Fe) error 
synthesis (Figure 15) was computed, and showed 
hollows at the chosen oy en positions rear Pl, 
while quite high ",_Lost pews" of oxygens 
appearec round the Ca position. It is obvious, 
herefore, that the alternative position for P2 
(corresponding to an interchange of Ca ¿rid P1) 
is the correct one. Structure factors calculated 
















gave the rather high residual error of 0.4'3, 
cor=s esponding to the poorer peak- height 
agreement. however when a Fourier projection 
was computed using the signed F's, a quite 
promising set of oxygens were obta 




= ( 15 36) 
(2'!- 
111 ) 06 = ( 24 43) 
03 = (10 30 ) 07 (24i 47) 
04 = (11 5 ) 08 - (26 19) 
1I20 (151- 51). 
These reduced R to 0.39. .oive cycles of 
refinement of these poitions by difference 
syntheses were carried out, the lowest value of 
I, obtainable being :bout 0.20. 
The best x and z parameters obtained were 
then used to calculate the (hol) projection, 
which is unF;uitable for d, tailed refin.elient 
because of its small area, s evera.l atoms beiri 
su-)erposerl . A residual error of ).34 was obtai ne , 
and a difference map sowed the correct directions 
in which to stiìift Ca < nd Pi alon:r the a axis, 
which were required to complete the (hko) 
refinement. vihen these shifts had been made, and 
the structure factors for all three projections 
had been recalculated using the best mean atomic 
positions, the follow >in-° final residual errors 
were obtained: 
R (okl) = 0.214 
ki (hkO ) = 0.230 
li (11o1) = 0.237. 
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For all reflections in the three principal zones, 
. 0.235. This fi ::ure includes all unobserved 
and extinguished reflections. oreovc.-r no 
attempt Tas been made to coï . ect for the effects 
of absorption nor for a temperature factor. These 
two effects act in opposing ; senses to a lar-e 
extent, making it difficult to determine temperature 
factors with any certainty. .oreover the 
solitary squall crystal available was of too 
irregular a shape to per.ait a direct absorption 
correction to be -2ede. However the persistence 
of these errors has liJtle influence on the 
validity of the information which was the object 
of this investigation, namely the general 
configuration of the atoms in the crystal, with 
special reference to its poz_sible similarities 
to related compounds. Tables of and Pc for the 
(hko), (hol) and (o kl) planes of Ca(H2204 )2rí20 
are given in Table 3. 
The final atomic parameters, 
the cell edges, are: 
in 360the of 
Ca 262 37 278 
2 
1 270 35 99 
P2 127 154 222 
0 
1 2l6 9 123 
C2 324 9 63 
07, 
J 336 63 1 ; 
0 204 :9 33 
0 
5 
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A Fourier projection on (okl) using all the terms 
signable by the final set of structure factors, 
but with FO modified by a temperature factor to 
reduce the diffraction rings of the heavy atoms, 
shown in Figure 16. Contours are at 5 e /A2 intery 
The positions and heihts of the atomic peaks are 
generally satisfactory, and only traces of the 
diffraction rings remain. 
Standard Deviations. 
The accuracy of the determination was 
estimated using Cruikshan 's equations (24). The 
standard deviation in electron density, d (/)) 
1.2 e/A 
2 / on the (okl) projection. The standard 
deviation in atomic coordinates in the c direction 
is 0"(z) = 0.008A for Ca, +0.010A for P, and 
0.036A for 0. The corresponding values for other 
directions in the crystal will not be significantly 
different. 
1enrth are: 
the standard deviations in bond 
ls. 
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Ca - O 0.037A 
P -O 0.039A 
0 - 0 = 0.050A 
0 - 0 17.: 0.072A (if related by a centre). 
1 These values are very similar to those obtained 
for CaHPOL. 
/ 
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4. Description of :;tructu.re. 
As in all orthophosphates, the structure of 
Ca.(H2?'04)2H20 consists essentially of discrete 
PO4 " teirahe,:tra. and Ca++ ions, the latter 
coordinated by a shell of oxyL;en atoms and, in 
this case, water molecules. PiLure 17 s':ows a 
projection of the structure down the a ax:is, 
the contents of four unit cells being included. 
The outstanding feature is the presence of sheets 
of corn,losition Ca104 in the (010) plane. These 
sheets are virtually identical with those found 
i:c. Ca:71704 ,2'ri20 (2) and hence ur_.a1at;ous to the 
sheets of CaSO4 in. gypsum (12). 
The sheets contain parallel chains of 
composition = Ca ® .PO4 Ca =',904 = , along 
the e axis. Adjoining chains dif:s'er in height 
e1on, the b axis by 2.5A to give a corrugation 
effect, the higher set of chains being rela.ted to 
the lower by centres of Q mmetr;a . urne distance 
between sheets is equal to the ( OlJ ) spacing, 
and the sLeets are separated by the water molecules 
coordinated to the calcium ion, and by the 
remaininr P0 tetrahedra, which face each other 
across a centre of symmetry in a similF:r 




Apart from a change of symmetry from 
monoclinic to triclinic, the main difference 
between the structures of Ca(H2PO4)2H20 and 
CadPO4, 2H20 is that the place of the second 
water molecule in the calcium coordination shell 
of the latter crystal has been te. en in the 
former compound by one of the oxy4ens of the 
extra PO4 group. rhe sheets are thereby moved 
further apart, the axial spacingb /2 -, 7.59A in 
Ca.HP Opt, 2H20 being lengthened to 6 ?_l. ̀  9A in 
the monocalcium salt. Otherwise the cell 
dimensions are very similar. 
Alone, the chains, Oa is coordinated to 01 
and 
03 
on the one side and 02 and Opt on the 
other, and to 01' and 02' of the neighbouring 
chain. Its total coordination of eight is 
made up by bonds to the water molecule and. to 0 
belonging to the second phosphate group: 
The observed bond .lengths and angles are: 
P1 - 01 X,. 1.50A Ca - 01 = 2.57A 
P1 - 02 _ 1.43 Ca - 2459 
Pl - 03 = 1.59 Ca - 03 = 2474 
P1--J4 
sm. 1.G4 Ca - 04 = 2.65 
p2-05=1.44 Ca - 05 2.44 
P2 - 06 = 1.50 Ca - _ 2.30 
P2 .. 07_1.54 
P2 - 03 1.49 
Ca - 02'= 2.36 
C-, - .. 2.49 






















The average P 0 bond length is 1.52A, 
the average Ca - 0 bond length is 2.52A, and the 
average distance 0 - O within the Po4 :roups is 
2.48A. 
It has not been feasible to identify the 
six hydrogen atomic positions in a .direct 
manner. It is very probable that these atoms 
lie between oxygens of neighbouring phosphate 
tetrahe ra and round the oxygen of the water 
molecule, forming hydrogen bonds. It is customary 
in such cases to attempt to locate these hydrogen 
bonds by the resultant s''_ortenin,:, of th, normal 
0 - 0 interatomic distance, jener fly over 3.0A 
(the Vender Waal's distance). The somewhat large 
standard deviation (0.05A) in O - 0 distances 
in this crystal makes this procedure not altogether 
unequivocal, but some hydrogen bonds present can 
reasonably be assumed from the general spatial 
configuration. These are listed below: 
4-; - 
03 - 05 2.50A 
07 - O' ° 2.79A 
H20 - 04 = 2.61A 
I120 - 03 = 2.68A 
h20 - 06 = :.00A 
This tentative list would account for five 
of tac six hydrogens, lea.vin,- 01 and without 
any hyro:en bonds so á_r. These atoms do not 
lie close enough to any others to suggest 
hydrogen b,ndinr, with the exception in each case 





n v2 = 
2.1A 
. ,1. 
These together would account for the sixth 
hydrogen the centres of symmetry- having a 
multiplicity of only one. Instances of a 
hydrogen bond across a centre of symmetry (the 
hydrogen not being at the centre but on one side 
or the other in a random distribution) are well 
known (31, jG ) . The distances in these crystals 
were much smaller, however (2.55 and 2.61A 
respectively). Thus there is insufficient 
evidence for assuming hydrogens in these positions, 
though there seems to be no other likely alternative 
all other 0 - 0 distances beint; over 3.0A. 
To summarize, the structure of 60.0121704 2 20 
consists of corrugated shet o of CaPO4 parallel 
to the (010) plane, separated bj water molecules 
and 0 
4 
tetrahedra, linking the sheeto tocether 
by ionic and hydrogen bondinz. The hydrogens 
cannot be locate:, with certainty. The calcium 
coor,lination is eit. 
The crystal habit, tabular on the (J10, 
face vth clonzattin parallel to the e axis, 
are o with -Lis structure though there does not 
seem to be a good cleavage parallel to the 
(01J) plane, ao one :ILIA expect from the plane of 
weakness in the slructure. The almost invariable 
-leac,4ce of zaltiole twinning accordint.: to the 
Albite law, i.e. with (31) as the twinnin and 
composition plane, is also aec!punted for, since 
there are no reat packin -ftifficities to be 
Dvercome if one Lheet happens to crow in an 
orientation rotated threu 102 around an axis 
2err,endicular to (010), indeed in JaXs:J4,21120, 
and Ca604,21120, there are screw axes alrea-y in 
this position so that alternate sheets are always 
dispose: in this manner. The mabctitution of 
rand= Albite twinning for this reoalar alternation 
corresponds to the loss of monoclinic rpjr%Letry. 
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Appendix: rormulùe and i':ietï:.ods of Ca,1cu1.ii.tion. 
Collected st ucturo factor and electron den.; 
formulae _Por the :p ce <croup Pl. 
All such for:,ula.e used in the two structure 
determinations are listed below. The e .pression 
F(hkl) means t :e structure factor associated with 
the set of crystal ,leases of in :ices (hkl; ; 
x_t.yr,zr are the coordinates of a scattering 
unit, expressed as fra ctions of the cell axes 
_;ultiplieci by 2N; and (Y,Y,Z) is the electron 
d.e _sity at a point of in :ices (Ä, Y, z, again . 
expressed as fractions of tLe cell axes multiplied 
by 2 Tf . 
Structure factor calculations 
The general formula for the structure factor 
can be written: 
I l ( iîï... ) I A + B1 
where A =á.ífr cos(hxr + kyr, + lzr.) 
B íîr cin(llx:r. -t ky r+ lzr) 
fr = atomic scattering; factor 
for atom r and plane (hkl). 
In PI, the origin je ta. >en at the centre of 
symmetry, so B 0, and the positions 
(x,y,z) and 
lRly,z) are equivalent. Hence we have 
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F(Yk1) =: 2 fr cos (hxr+ hyr + lzr) 
where the sumr.,ation is over half the unit cell 
For two-d.imen^ional calculations , e.g. in the 
zone (,zko ), this is e._-3and.ed to 
P(Llko) _ 2 fr(cos hx, cos kyr - tiin lur sin y,.), 
Electron La,Lt_y calculations. 
The electron density f orn,ula for Pl is: 
1 a. C0 r (A1t.,ú) = C(C),o,O1+2 ` S p(hii.a..)cos(h;}îY.r;izl, h=o k 
For two-rimensionz:a syntheses, t n.is reduces to: 
.0 .e 
/0 (X,Y) ^ [F(000)t 2 P(hoo;coshX+2 F(oko)coskY 
-0 eo 
1rt k-1 
+ 2 l 
, 
C To(hico)+1,071:0)] ) F(r.t:o cos A cos kY ., k= 
2 C tr 1 - C_ ` C 1'hko )-1 (iÁto ) sin .iiFl ( sin itx 1 ̀  k-1 7 
2i3:Te. ence Fourier syntheses were similarly 
computed ., `.3Ù.bstitLttinL (1.1ko ) F obs. O3.Li.? ) - l'' calc. 
(hko)] for F(hko) o2ittint_ . F(00O). 
Patterson syntheses. 
The general Patterson formula. for Pl is similar 
to the electron density formula, st bsti t;utin . 
F2 (hkl) for F(hkl) . For ease of computation of 
the three-dimensional series, x`2 (01 0) was omitted 
and the expression expanded thus: 
e0 o eo 
P(X,Y,Z) 2/VI; 
([2(llr1)#p2(k1)+±2(hj;1) 
+ P2 (hk.l )1 cos hX cos kY cos 1Z 
+CF2 (hkl) +F2 (hkl) -F2 (hkl )_P2 ('.ßk1)] sinhX sin _Y cos 1Z 
+[F2 (hkl)+F2(hkl) -F2 (hkl) -i+ (hia )1 sirs h i cos kY sin 1Z 
[F (WU ) + F2 ( ._41 )-F2 (hi ) -F2 (hkl )1 cos hX sin k1 siniZ} 
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Using this general formula, F2 (hyo) , F2 (hol ) and 
F2 (oki) must be ? ivided by 2 and F2 (hoo) , F2 (oko ) 
r_d i2(ool) divided by 4. 
D`or two -diw tensional Patterson summations, an 
expression a.na10 'ous to that for the Fourier 
projection was J.sed. 
,,ethods of calculation. 
For struc; l,ro factor calculations, two-fiF,ure 
tables of cos hx and :yin hx in intervals of 
thousandths of the cell edge were use:;. for Ca and 
P atoms, and Eeevore-- .ipson strips at 30 intervals 
for the 0 atoms. Atomic sca tterìnL £actors were 
obtainer ? from graphs, using the values for ;a +4 
diver_ by -ar.-tree (33) and for neutral P and 0 those 
given by James and Brindley (34) . 
Patterson, Fourier and difference syntheses 
were computed with the aid of an electrical 
analogue computer of the H.gg- Laurent type (35). 
This machine provides one -dimensional summations, 
with wave-numbers up to 15, at intervals of 6'Jf,hs 
of the cell edges. Two -dir ensional summations ere 
performed in one -fifth of the time required when 
using 13cevers- Lipson strips, with an accuracy 
sufficient for mast purposes when visual estimation 
of intensities are utilized. 
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1 rep. i A ,\ 
Fig. 12. (hko) Patterson projection of Ca(H2PO4)2H20. 
I" ref. i Á Ca +P, _ P2. = X PI-01,059d O=+ 
Fig. 13. (hko) Fourier projection using 110 
terms signed by 
the heavy atoms alone, to discover the oxygen 
positions. Contours at 5, 10,15 . . . . 70 
e/A2. 
0 
Caa...P,. s P,. x p_+ ateas 9`°.ded 
I\ 
Fig. 14. (hko) (F0 - F0) difference synthesis, indicating need to 
separate Ca and P1 in the X direction. Contours at 
2 2 e /A intervals, with zero contour omitted. 
z 
y 
Ca= P * X O ( ircorrec z O O (corrct) _ -Wt SINsáed 
Fig. 15. (okl)error synthesis, showing wrongly chosen oxygens 
in hollows and "ghost peaks" at the correct oxygen 
positions instead. Contours at 2 e/A2 intervals, 
with zero contour omitted. 
z 
CO. = P = X O= -} Ifi re?. i t° 
Fig. 16. (okl) Fourier projection of Ca(h2PO4)2H20, for final 
structure. Contours at 5, 10, 15 . . . . 45 e, . 
5 A 0 
ca-C) p_. 0-0 
